
One of the things I have learned over the years is that Disaster
Recovery Plans are rather like pre-need funeral plans.
Everyone thinks they are a great idea, but when push comes to

shove how many people actually have one? To be sure, we have had our
share of disasters this year with a record-setting string of hurricanes
and other events. In fact, at the time of this writing, disaster recovery
planning is on a lot of people’s minds and definitely on a lot of “to do”
lists. By the time this article is published, Hurricane Katrina will have
receded into memory, or at best will be a “don’t let this happen to you”
slide in someone’s Disaster Recovery seminar. But will YOU have a
plan in 2006 because of the events of 2005? My experience says
maybe, but it will still be easy for management to put it off if you do
not communicate the needs correctly. Consider the following real-life
example to see what I mean.

“SELLING” DISASTER RECOVERY—AN
INTERESTING DICHOTOMY

In 1991, I was asked to come to Tel Aviv, Israel to teach a seminar
about Disaster Recovery Planning based on one of my books. (My first
reaction was that the Israelis should be teaching ME but the prospect of
going to the Holy Land was intriguing) I arrived three months after the
first Gulf War, only days after they stopped passing out gas masks to all
persons at Ben Gurion Airport. I was greeted that day by a number of
highly educated and technically savvy Israeli nationals who had
believed the recent war was the ticket to a most profitable seminar.
After all, what could be more compelling to the Israeli financial com-
munity and all the banks that operate in Tel Aviv than a war? Only
weeks before, these folks had been taping off rooms of their homes
against gas attacks. They actually saw the Scud missiles falling on their
city. So did I. (Seeing a crater where an apartment building used to be
is a most compelling advertisement for contingency planning)
Interestingly enough though, these folks told me that when they tele-
marketed the seminar, the most common response they got was “oh

that will never happen to me!” Ultimately, only 44 people signed up
when they expected literally hundreds.

I found the comments from the potential attendees astounding but it
underscores how quickly that even the most visible and widespread dis-
asters become almost passé. It was then that I realized that if I were
going to stay in the Disaster Recovery business, I had better learn a
LOT more about selling the concept!

EXPECT A “BOOST” FOR YOUR DISASTER
RECOVERY PLAN FROM KATRINA?
THINK AGAIN

Even after the recent disasters, trying to “sell” Disaster Recovery
Planning is as challenging as it ever was. Granted, from time to time
there are opportunities to advance the cause due to something like
September 11 or Oklahoma City in the news. Even these catastrophes
however are fleeting. Companies quickly get back to business as usual
after these events, forgetting what happened or what they were going to
do about it. For example, right after Katrina and Rita, management was
receptive to the idea of Disaster Recovery plans. It was fairly easy to
get a meeting “upstairs” to discuss the topic. In the months since how-
ever, have you seen the interest begin to wane, even in the mainline
media? This is typical of human nature and it is illustrative of why it is
important to execute when the concept of business resumption planning
is still a focus of attention.

IF I “SELL” DISASTER RECOVERY WHO PAYS
FOR IT?

Even at times of relatively high interest, management is reticent to
FUND the effort and to commit financial or personnel resources. This
leaves technologists like us to use the age-old “guerrilla warfare”
approach to Business Resumption Planning. This chiefly involves surf-
ing the web and searching libraries for inexpensive solutions in the
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public domain. It also involves tackling the
project largely as “kitchen table” work in the
evenings after work since god-forbid this proj-
ect might involve hiring staff. All kidding
aside, can you convince management to
authorize hiring and other expenses to get the
job done?

Believe it or not, management is not bashful
about spending money. You heard that right. It
is possible to get your Disaster Recovery
Planning effort funded. If you know how to
speak in terms that management uses (they are
not going to learn your technical terms, sorry)
you can use the recent rash of mega disasters
to advance your disaster recovery plan and get
it funded. In fact, you can use the same con-
cept of speaking to management in terms they
understand to justify most any capital outlay.
The little tricks in this article can therefore
help you get money for all kinds of projects,
although the example I will use will be to fund
network improvements needed for disaster
recovery. First, let’s look at how to, and how
not to, ask the boss for money.

PRESENTING THE CASE TO
MANAGEMENT

It is a well-known fact that the human atten-
tion span is about 90 seconds. In a meeting, if
a person does not say something meaningful
to the audience, eyes and thoughts start to
wander. With executives, this span shortens to
about 15 seconds as they have an advantage.
They can count on someone else to listen to
whatever it was you had to say. If what you
present is garbled with unfocused data or con-
fusing technical terms, then you will have lost
the value of your presentation because the
executive will tune you out.

This brings us to another problem in such a
forum. When asking “permission to plan”
there are three answers from the executive that
are possible:

A. YES
B. NO
C. Let’s STUDY this some more

Now which do you suppose is the answer
most often given? And why do recovery plans
take ten years to complete? It’s because tech-
nical people are not always so good at pre-
senting their needs to management. Sure,
technical service persons know exactly what
they need, but they go about asking for it all
wrong. Consider the following example of a
presentation opening:

Good morning. If you will refer to the 168-
page report in front of you, you will see that I
am here to alert you to some problems with
the LAN switches. The Network has been
down four times so far this year. For starters,
we may need a UPS on each media access
unit at a cost of $5000 each. We would also
like to upgrade each LAN switch with
Amalgamated Revision 4.12 enhanced power
and common logic, and hot stand-by protec-
tion switching. Route diversity on each drop
throughout the building is costly, but recom-
mended. Furthermore, ...

By this time, the executive is fingering his
Blackberry, doodling on a pad, or looking at
the next agenda item while expecting some-
one else to listen to the presentation. What
will be the most likely outcome of the meet-
ing? The answer will not be “Yes.” He or she
does not really understand what you are talk-
ing about, only that you think you need some-
thing. The answer will not be “No” for
essentially the same reason. Management
does not want to go on record against what-
ever the heck it was you were trying to ask
for! So what is left? The safe play: Lets study
it some more. Because of a few key mistakes,
the presenter does not get his funding;
instead, he walks out with a longer list of
questions from management than the ones he
went into the meeting with. The key point to
a successful presentation is this: Do not speak
to management in TECHNICAL terms. Use
BUSINESS terms. Management understands
business terminology and it is meaningful to
them in a presentation. Let’s try again another
way:

Good morning. Are you aware that D.P.B.
(Deep Pockets Bank) runs the risk of a
$750.00 per minute financial hit every time the
LAN supporting our fraud monitoring system
fails? It has happened four times this year. We
have identified several areas of exposure, and
would like you to help us consider protective
alternatives, which can prevent this from hap-
pening in the future.

Wow, how’s that for an opening. Will that
get management’s attention? You bet, for
approximately ten seconds. That’s about how
long it takes the CEO’s head to look around
the table and ask, “Where did that $750.00 fig-
ure come from?” When the shoulders all
shrug, the meeting is over. Sure, they will lis-
ten to you, but no action will be taken since the
figures are in doubt. What answer can you
expect? You guessed it. “Let’s study this some
more.” Ever wonder why disaster plans often
take ten years to complete? This is one reason.

So what can you do differently? I have used
a funny saying many times about drunks and
lawyers: Lawyers use figures the way a drunk
uses a lamppost… for support rather than illu-
mination. This is intended to remind you to
use reliable figures to support your case, and
to illuminate management. That means you
have to get your figures validated PRIOR to
the big meeting. Think about how long it takes
to get a meeting with a CEO or a CIO in your
company. If you have to take that much time
and trouble, go in ready for action, not predes-
tined for failure. Do your homework first.

The best way to “sell” management is to
produce believable loss scenarios, and verify
your figures with people the manager holds in
confidence. These include Vice Presidents (or
equivalent) of Sales, Marketing, Operations,
Engineering, Finance, Legal, and other divi-
sions in the position to truly assess the effect
of a disaster in terms of revenue. A competent
consulting company or the company’s internal
or external auditors can also help because they
are credible to management. You will then
need a hard-hitting presentation, preferably
with less than five slides. We have a modest
example in this article.

CONDUCT A WINNING
DISASTER RECOVERY
FUNDING PRESENTATION

Consider the following example taken from
a successful executive presentation for a $100
million bank. The bank, Deep Pockets Bank,
or DPB, has obviously been re-named for this
article. The presentation makes note of highly
visible and expensive issues that management
will understand and want to correct. One such
issue was the fact that this bank took a huge
financial hit every time its fraud system was
down. The fraud system tracked suspicious
credit card usage through special software and
hardware that monitored consumer spending
habits for anomalies that could be fraudulent
use from hackers and pirate web sites. The
fraud department was dependent on two main
areas of technology, (1) the IT environment
(file servers and 3270 environment that sup-
ported the monitoring software) and, (2) the
voice and data telecommunications network
that acted as a “fraud line.”

Our example, DPB is a wholly owned sub-
sidiary of DPI (Deep Pockets Insurance Inc.) a
national insurance carrier. The bank was set up
primarily to mine the list of customers for an
affinity credit card. DPB had some 300,000
such accounts, mostly Master Card and Visa.
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Since it was relatively new to this market, DPB outsourced its credit
card operations to an outside supplier, although the credit cards were
issued in the DPB name. The reason we like this example is that Deep
Pockets Bank (DPB) is a subsidiary of DPI (Deep Pockets Insurance).
Both however have very different “pain thresholds” when it comes to a
disaster. In the first company, a customer is inconvenienced by not
being able to get an insurance quote, but is not immediately financially
impacted. In the case of the DPB, however, a revenue impacting finan-
cial transaction is often blocked. The bank could also be a target for
fraud. (This revenue impact could hypothetically be even greater for
example if DPI creates a subsidiary that say, trades stock, where the
revenue impact is measured in seconds.)

Obviously, dependence on telecommunications is much higher for
DPB than the parent due to the outsourcing arrangement for credit card
processing. While daylong outages are unusual, short outages are rela-
tively frequent and hurt DPB more than DPI. DPB uses a large VRU
(Voice Response User) that answers some 500,000 calls per month.
50% of DPB’s credit inquiries are via automated voice response. (This
is because customers are embarrassed if they are near or over their limit
on their credit cards and prefer to check balances with the VRU sys-
tem.) Use of the Internet for PC home banking has also mushroomed,
and is in fact the most rapidly growing technology at DPB.

Due to the high dependence on outside providers, when the network
is down, business stops. The technologist (you in this example) wishes
to justify the cost of a list of fault-protection technologies to minimize
outages and make the network more survivable in a disaster. The first
step is to condense everything I have just covered above (your reasons
for wanting to make the investment) into your first slide. Management
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FOCUS ON DEEP POCKETS BANK 
CREDIT CARD OPERATIONS 

OVERVIEW of Banking Operations 

• DPB is a Wholly-Owned Subsidiary of Deep Pockets Insurance Inc. 

• 300,000 Accounts, Mostly MasterCard and Visa 

• DPB Out sources Credit Card Operations 

• Telecommunications Dependence for both voice and data is high.

• Long outages (I.E. all day) are unusual, but short outages are frequent. 

• The Bank is a large VRU (Voice Response User) using this automated system to 

answer some 500,000 calls per month.  50% of all credit inquiries are via automated 

voice response.

• Banking via the Web Taking Off As Preferred Customer Access Medium.

• Observation:  With the high dependence on outside providers, when the network is 

down, business stops. 

How Much Does an Outage Cost in:

(1) Lost Productivity and Customer Confidence 

(2) Lost Sales and Market Share

Let’s consider the next slides and see: 

SAMPLE SLIDE 1

LOST PRODUCTIVITY AND 
CUSTOMER CONFIDENCE IN 

EXECUTIVE COMPLAINTS 

PRESIDENT’S
OFFICE

EXECUTIVE
STAFF

CUSTOMER
RELATIONS
FOR REGION

UNHAPPY
 CUSTOMER

IF NO, ASSIGN
TO AVP TO CALL

CUSTOMER

IF YES,
CALL CUSTOMER

AND FIX

DRAFT LETTER
   FOR  CEO

REVIEW BY
SENIOR REGIONAL
VICE PRESIDENT

REVIEW BY
CUSTOMER RELATIONS

PRESIDENT

EXECUTIVE
REVIEW AND

SIGNATURE ON
EACH LETTER

AVP
CUSTOMER
SERVICES

CAN WE
FIX IT
HERE?

CUSTOMER RELATIONS
FOR DIVISION (DPI or
DPB)

Adapted from Business Resumption
Planning, 1998 Addendum

with permission of Auerbach, 
Boston, MA 

ISSUES:

COMPLAINTS ARE COSTLY - $300 to $800 in personnel costs to process each. 

COMPLAINTS DAMAGE CUSTOMER CONFIDENCE AND TRUST. 

BESIDES ALL THIS, WE COULD LOSE THE CUSTOMER!

SAMPLE SLIDE 2

DYNAMICS OF DPI vs. DPB
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* YEARLY (2004) Gross Revenues of $100 Million - 312 Business Days 

CONSIDERATIONS:

• 80% of credit card holders are Insurance Company (DPI) Customers 

• DPB “hurts” from Disaster Sooner than DPI 

• DPB Customer Base very intolerant to outages, particularly those, which preclude 
access to funds or cause a bankcard to reject. 

• Insurance Company customers will wait much longer in a catastrophic outage than 
bank customers, as shown on the two graph lines above.

NUMBER OF IDLED EMPLOYEES AT Bank in Major Failure: 220

LOADED PERSONNEL COST PER PRODUCTION USER: $14.50 / HR. 

LOADED PERSONNEL COST PER KNOWLEDGE USER: $32.50 / HR. 

Financial Hit to DPB is MIOST SEVERE if DPB is being “hacked” by credit card 
pirates or web sites at the time a critical system is down.  See next slide: 

SAMPLE SLIDE 3
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already knows all this; however, it proves to them you did your home-
work and sets the tone for the meeting.

Also note that right off the bat you are talking about BUSINESS
ISSUES and not TECHNICAL ISSUES. This will extend that 90-sec-
ond attention span of the executive another minute or so because you
have established a common frame of reference for attacking the prob-
lem. There should also not be anything on the first slide that anyone in
the room might disagree with. Again that underscores the need to scrub
this information in advance with the appropriate management.

SUMMARY

In summary, the four things management really needs to know from
your presentation boil down to:

▼ What can happen?
▼ What is the % probability that it can happen?
▼ What does it cost when it happens? (productivity and sales)
▼ What does it cost to make the problem go away?

Consider setting these up as four columns in an Excel spreadsheet
for your handout slide. The first “What Can Happen” column might
just as easily be labeled EVENT. The EVENT could be “water in the
equipment room.” Label the second column “PROBABILITY.” What
is the probability that a leak in the equipment room will occur? You
can’t just dream up a percentage figure and stay credible, but there are
sources where you could get one. For example, the NFPA (National
Fire Prevention Association) might have an idea, or consider asking an

insurance company, they have actuarial tables for disasters. The
important thing is don’t make one up—get one from someone that
knows. The third should be labeled “Cost When it Happens.” This is
the figure you will want to get from that Vice President of Sales. This
person may have an incentive plan based on sales that decides his or
her commission. I can bet they would be able to venture a plausible
estimate of lost sales. Finally, the “What does it cost to make the prob-
lem go away” column. Label it REMEDY or something like that. That
column is yours; after all, you are the technologist and know how to
fix the problem.

Now that you understand how to score yourself a winning funding
request for disaster recovery, imagine how the proposal would have
gone if you only started with Item 4—REMEDY—and skipped the
essential first three items! Yet this is exactly what technologists do year
after year, not because they don’t know what they need but because
they don’t know how to communicate effectively to management.
Hopefully through the tips in this article you can work up your own
winning presentation. Remember, Disaster Recovery Insurance = Job
Preservation Insurance! Best of luck in your pursuits!  

NaSPA member Leo A. Wrobel has 25 years of experience with a host of
firms engaged in banking, brokerage, heavy manufacturing, telecommunica-
tions services and government. An active author and technical futurist, he
has published ten books and over 300 trade articles on a wide variety of
technical subjects.

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF LOSS OF 
CRITICAL CARD FRAUD SYSTEM 
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* Figures are CUMULATIVE by day

SAMPLE SLIDE 4

FOCUS ON DEEP POCKETS BANK 
CREDIT CARD FRAUD

LOSSES TO HACKER AND PIRATE ATTACKS 
•

•

•

•

Typical Annual DPB losses to Hacker attacks: $1.5. – $2.0 million

Total times DPB hacked Last Year: 14

Average duration of Hack: 72

TECHNOLOGY RISKS IN FRAUD DETECTION 
• Loss Of Phones (Can’t Call Out to Investigate Suspicious Activity) 

• Loss Of Data Link To Outsourcing Company that Handles Credit Cards 

POTENTIAL LOSSES TO FRAUD 
• Average cost when either phones or data link is down: $75.00/minute

• Average cost of outage if DPB is Being Hacked at time $100’s per minute. 

• Average sale to individuals w/counterfeit cards: $10,000 - $12,000. 

RECOMMENDED TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENTS 
• Total Cost of Recommended Technology Improvement       $86,300. 

(See Itemized List in your handout) 

Probability of Continued Problems Without These Improvements        97.75%

SAMPLE SLIDE 5
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